IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS

IN 2018...

1,500
attended public actions

1,800
listened to, attended workshops

$250 million
invested or potentially leveraged

31 member institutions

PROGRESS ON SPECIFIC ISSUES THIS YEAR...

HOUSING

$170 million
invested in the purchase of & infrastructure at Bayfront.

140 buildings
sold by an abusive landlord

$5.3 million
in “banked cap” used to fund schools, unanimous passage of payroll tax. This may provide $65-80 million to slow impact of state aid cuts.

EDUCATION

400+
parents engaged in listening across the city to identify issues in schools

SAFETY

local action
working with congregations to increase policing at specific hot spots & clean up problematic vacant properties

illegal guns
Jersey City became one of the first jurisdictions in the US to release data on illegal guns by manufacturer
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